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Collector’s Voice: Valeria Napoleone

Promoting Poetry’s Power

Through May 2013, Natasha Trethewey served 

as the Library of Congress Poet Laureate 

Consultant in Poetry, promoting poetry to 

wider audiences throughout the country. The 

highly lauded poet, a winner of the Pulitzer 

Prize and fellowships from the National 

Endowment for the Arts and the Guggenheim 

Foundation, has written four collections 

of poetry as well as a nonfiction book. She 

concluded her year as Poet Laureate with 

a lecture, “Necessary Utterance: Poetry as 

Cultural Force,” in which she advocated for 

the significance of poetry and her vision of its 

“power to influence us, to affect us deeply by 

touching not only the intellect but the heart.”  

Women’s Caucus for Art Awards
The Women’s Caucus for Art, an affiliate 

organization of the College Art Association, 

presented its 2013 Lifetime Achievement 

Awards to Tina Dunkley, director of the Clark 

Atlanta University Art Galleries; sculptor 

Artis Lane; Susana T. Leval, director emerita 

of El Museo del Barrio; and painter Joan 

Semmel. The President’s Award for Art and  

Activism was given to Leanne Stella, founder 

of Art In FLUX, for her creative use of empty 

storefronts and spaces to benefit urban artists 

and businesses.

In Memoriam
E. L. Konigsburg, prizewinning children’s 

book author and illustrator, died on April 

19 at the age of eighty-three. Konigsburg 

grew up in Pennsylvania, received a BA in 

chemistry, and worked as a science teacher 

before establishing a career as a writer and 

artist. Her clear and accessible language 

inspired generations of young readers—she 

was awarded the Newbery Medal in 1968, 

for From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. 

Frankweiler, and in 1997, for The View from 

Saturday. Her young characters, often inspired 

by her own children and grandchildren, often 

struggle with large questions of identity 

and independence. From the Mixed-Up Files 

memorably follows siblings Claudia and Jamie 

as they run away to the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art, encouraging adventures, curiosity, and 

a love of art. 

50th Anniversary of Art in Embassies
The first U.S. Department of State Medal 

of the Arts awards were given to a group 

of artists including Shahzia Sikander, Kiki 

Smith, and Carrie Mae Weems. As part of the 

celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the 

Art in Embassies program in late 2012, then 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton gave 

remarks characterizing these artists as “living 

testaments to the timeless and unending 

human urge to create and connect. . . [Their 

work] evokes our universal aspirations as 

human beings, our common challenges, 

and our responsibilities for thinking 

through and addressing the problems that 

we face together.”

Why do you collect art by women? 

I have tried to rationalize my decision 

many times, and I have not yet 

succeeded. What I can certainly say 

is that it was a combination of things 

happening at the time. I was finishing 

a two-year graduate program at FIT in 

Art Gallery Administration, which was 

an intense wake-up call about what was 

happening at the time (late ’90s) in the 

New York art world. 

I was exposed to then–new work 

by Cindy Sherman, Barbara Kruger, Liza 

Lou, and others (all women), and I was 

fascinated by their fresh languages 

and approaches. At the same time 

the Guerrilla Girls were denouncing 

the underrepresentation of women in 

the art world at large. That definitely 

touched me. 

How did you acquire your first piece?

I bought the very first piece from Pierogi 

2000, a gallery in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. 

The work is Narcissus by Carol Shadford, a 

photographer. It is a beautiful black-and-

white image of soap bubbles, which looks 

quite abstract from a distance, but once 

you approach it you can discover images 

of a woman trapped inside several of 

the bubbles—a face, a body. . . . It retains 

an essential connection with and 

meaning for the collection I developed 

later on. 

What’s your favorite work in your 

collection? 

So difficult, if not impossible to answer. I 

am particularly emotionally attached to 

my beginnings as a collector and the first 

few works and artists I discovered. Ghada 

Amer is an artist I am deeply devoted and 

grateful to. We have grown together as artist 

and collector, and as friends. 

What’s the latest artwork you purchased? 

Aleksandra Domanovíc’s film 19:30. She is an 

incredible artist, from the former Yugoslavia, 

who is fascinated by how the collective  

shapes the personal mind, and explores the 

dynamics between the two.

Which underappreciated women artists do 

you think people should know more about?

Julia Wachtel and Lily van der Stokker.

You’ve been a longtime patron, chair, and 

business development manager of Studio 

Voltaire, a nonprofit gallery and arts 

organization—how did you get involved? 

I became involved around seven or eight years 

ago. I was shyly approached by Joe Scotland 

and Sarah McCrory, then co-directors. By 

chance I was visiting a school for my oldest 

son in the neighborhood and decided to pop 

in. Since the moment I walked in I felt it was 

a special place. I admire SV, now run by Joe 

Scotland alone, for its long-term relationships 

with the artists, the loyalty to them. I 

admire Joe for being a visionary and giving 

artists a chance to experiment without any 

boundaries. 

You recently published Valeria Napoleone’s 

Catalogue of Exquisite Recipes, a cookbook 

with art photographs and food-themed 

artwork instead of food images. What’s  

the connection between art and food? 

Food, like art, is creative, generous, 

and involves connecting people. The 

contemporary art world uses entertaining 

and food to connect people. I have been 

doing the same, just on a more personal 

level than a gallerist or a museum 

director. For me, a genuine love for 

cooking and food provides an excuse 

to get people I connect to, respect, and 

admire (the artists the most!) in my 

home and around my table. 

If you could invite anyone to dinner,  

who would it be?  

A few years ago I organized a dinner 

for sixty friends, all women in the 

arts. I would like to do it again, as an 

opportunity to ask the new generations 

what feminism means to them nowadays. 

Are they interested in it? Is there 

discrimination for women artists in 

today’s art world? 

Visit NMWA’s Broad Strokes Blog, like our 
Facebook page, and follow us on Twitter

womeninthearts.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/womeninthearts

www.twitter.com/womeninthearts

Stay in touchWITH NMWA!

Natasha Trethewey, 2012-13 U.S. Poet Laureate

Medal of Arts winner Kiki Smith’s Mary Magdalene 
(1994),on view at NMWA
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Collector Valeria Napoleone

NMWA celebrates art collectors who, like the museum and Founder Wilhelmina Cole Holladay, 

focus their collections on work by women artists. The authority and enthusiasm of these collectors

is compelling, and they help to bring acclaim to the worthy women artists they champion. 

Valeria Napoleone, who has built a distinctive place in the art world, discusses her reasons for 

collecting art by women who inspire her, advocating for daring new artistic ventures, and inviting 

everyone over for dinner. 
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